Theoretical framework: Stochastic defect identification under sensor uncertainties
Theoretical formulation (Both Bayesian and KF) A sensor for NDE consisting of transmitter(s) and receiver(s) is the state of ith defect at time step k. The defect is detected and localized by the observations from the NDE sensor with respect to the NDE sensor frame. To develop its model, let the field of view, or the observable region, of the sensor as
which is influenced by a probability of detecting a single defect I is an identity matrix of both row and column sizes with n set of state variables of a NDE sensor or a defect. Note that, to avoid complexity, the number of state variables of a NDE sensor and that of a defect are assumed to be identical in this paper. The correction of mean is given by
or, with the elements of vectors and matrices,
The matrix-vector representation results in the individual correction of a sensor and defects as:
The correction of covariance, on the other hand, is given by
which, in matrix-vector form, can be written as 
The Kalman gain that minimizes the trace of variances and enables optimal estimation is given by
which, in matrix-vector form, is 
S
is given by 
The independence of the mean correction for each sensor and defect yields the mean correction for (n+1)th defect as
The correction of covariance, on the other hand, is conducted with all the sensor and defects. Let the matrix constructed with n defects be
, the matrices associated with (n+1)th defect be
The correction of covariance is offered by
where the Kalman gain is computed from Eq. (\ref{eq:K}). The extraction of the update of
describes that the covariance of the sensor and the present defects will be influenced by the newly detected defect.
Evaluation of identification
The uncertainty described by a covariance matrix can be represented by a single measure to quantify the result of identification. The measure proposed to quantify various uncertainties is the differential entropy, which describes the absolute value of uncertainty in continuous space and thus allows us to evaluate the identification result with a reliability criterion. One type of reliability criterion introduced using the differential entropy is the uncertainty of individual sensor or defect location:
where s n is the number of state variables for a NDE sensor or a defect, since individual evaluation allows us to identify which individual is comparatively more uncertain than others. Another type of quantity proposed for evaluation is the differential entropy quantifying the uncertainties of all the sensor and defects, which is also defined as the total differential entropy:
This evaluates the overall performance of the identification.
Numerical Examples
This section investigates the performance of the proposed stochastic defect identification technique in two steps. The first step solves an algebraic problem that approximates a defect identification problem with different parameters (Tests 1-3) and analyzes the mechanisms of the proposed technique. After the parametric studies, the applicability of the proposed technique to the identification of defects is described in the second step (Test 4).
Concept Proving by Algebraic Problem
The defect identification problem defined for Tests 1-3 attempts to identify a single defect in a rectangular specimen by a NDE sensor. Figure 1 illustrates the setup of the defect identification test. A defect is located near the center of the specimen, and the NDE sensor moves linearly along the x direction across the specimen once approaching to the defect and then getting far away. The motion model of the NDE sensor in Equation is simplified as: x while also identifying the sensor position appropriately. The system noise s k w and the observation noise for the sensor s k v were respectively given by diagonal matrices. As one of the simplest approximate implementations of the NDE sensor, which detect bearing more accurately than range, the observation noise for a defect has the covariance as: 
Eq of observation noise

Transitional performance (Test 1)
In order to investigate its transitional performance and the mechanism of estimation, the proposed technique was first applied to estimating the defect with three different sets of prior and empirical knowledge of the sensor. Table 3 shows all the prior and the empirical knowledge used in the three cases. In Case 1, the state of the NDE sensor was assumed to be precisely known, thus setting the mean of its prior knowledge to the true state the NDE sensor but they are smaller than those of the defect whereas the uncertainties of the NDE sensor were higher than those of the defect in Case 3. Since the prior calibration generally gives accurate statistical knowledge, the same covariances were used to create measurements. Meanwhile, the results also show a slower convergence rate and a higher distance error with larger sensor uncertainties, which is largely due to the error of estimating the sensor state resulting from the sensor uncertainties. The effectiveness of the proposed technique can be additionally understood from the transition of the computed variances of the defect and sensor. The variances of the defect keeps decreasing with increase in the number of measurements in all the cases even after the sensor approached the defect most closely at the 11th measurement. This is because the defect identification is carried out by correction with no prediction and thus does not propagate uncertainty regardless of the distance of the sensor to the defect. The variances in Case 1 particularly approaches zero due to the the absence of sensor uncertainties. The variances of the sensor, on the other hand, can increase as the result of Case 3 notably depicts since the motion model increases the variances. These results indicate that the variances of each defect and sensor are independently controlled by its own prediction whilst the correction interactively influences the variances. Figures 4 show the individual differential entropies of the defect and the NDE sensor and the total differential entropy in Cases 1-3. Since the differential entropy is a quantity extracted from variances, the behavior of the differential entropy inherits that of variances. Note that the negative values for differential entropy of the sensor of Case 1 are resulted from substitution of ss  Σ0 . Nevertheless, the quantification of uncertainty by a scalar value clearly makes the differential entropy useful and valuable as one can, for instance, judge the completion of a defect identification test based on the value of the differential entropy. If the reliability of the defect identification is only concerned, the differential entropy of the defect d H may be the reference entropy. If the optimal sensor control is pursued for maximally reliable defect identification, total differential entropy H may be considered. 
Effect of sensor uncertainties (Test 2)
Having understood its mechanisms of performance and effectiveness in more detail, the performance of the proposed technique was next investigated by solving estimation problems each with a different set of sensor uncertainties. Table 4 lists the parameters used to identify the defect by the proposed technique. The prior and the empirical knowledge on the NDE sensor were varied within the range specified by x  and y  while the number of measurements was set to 15. Due to the variation, it is possible to investigate the influence of the prior and the empirical knowledge on the proposed technique. The maximum limits of the prior and the empirical knowledge of the sensor were both set to 10 to comparatively investigate the influence of the prior and the empirical knowledge. H is due to the interactive influence of the covariances of the defect and the sensor. The identified defect state has a larger distance error when the empirical knowledge is more uncertain, but more certain prior knowledge caused a larger error due to its wrongness. The result concludes that the accuracy of identification drops in addition to the reliability when the empirical knowledge is uncertain. 
Effect of defect uncertainties (Test 3)
In this subsection, the ability of the proposed technique for identification under different defect uncertainties was investigated. Table 5 was varied using substitution of  , which was differed within the range specified by y  , into the observation noise equation. Similarly to the previous test, identification results after 15 measurements were investigated. ) show the distributions of the differential entropy of the defect and the distance error with varying prior and empirical knowledge on the defect. Similarly to the study varying prior and empirical knowledge on the sensor, the differential entropy increases as uncertainty in the prior and empirical knowledge on the defect increases while the distance error increases in empirical knowledge and decreases in prior knowledge. The result, together with the result in Test 2 suggests that the defect identification be completed after the defect differential entropy has dropped and reached a specified value after the empirical knowledge, with enough measurements, has dominated the identification.
(a) (b) Figure 6 Defect differential entropy and distance errors vs. defect uncertainties in Test 3.
Application to Non-destructive Evaluation (Test 4)
Since the number of defects in a practical scenario could be multiple and is unknown, the scenario of this subsection has located multiple defects in a square test specimen. Figure 7 shows the test specimen and the practical setup of the non-destructive evaluation. Three defects were located in a wide area to further resemble a practical problem where the defects are to be identified through search. In order to measure the sensor location with uncertainties most easily, a global camera was attached to view the sensor location over the entire test specimen. Based on the standard instructions, the transducer was slid on the specimen using the creeping line search pattern to search for defects and identified the location of each defect once it has been detected by the transducer. In an attempt to identify the defect location most reliably, or reduce the value of defect differential entropy, the identified defect was surrounded in a square motion. The surrounding motion continued until its differential entropy had reached a predetermined threshold value.
(a) (b) Figure 7 Test specimen and experimental setup in Test 4. Table 6 lists the parameters used to create measurements as well as the prior knowledge, the empirical knowledge and the threshold value of defect differential entropy used by the proposed technique. In order to demonstrate its wide applicability to defect identification, the prior knowledge of only the second defect was assumed to be known. It is to be noted that since the global camera usage makes the estimation of the sensor location only through correction with fixed variances of the observation model. 
Since the beliefs are recursively maintained during the sensor motion and observations, the proposed framework considers not only the current observation but also the prior knowledge, the past beliefs and the past observations. In addition, the beliefs of the defect and the sensor are updated concurrently and interactively and thus allow identification under sensor uncertainties. Figure 10 shows the system diagram of the rapid field inspection, noting the required instruments and connection between them. The computer generates the signal for transmitter excitation and is amplified using the buffer amplifier prior sending to the PZT, which is acting as a transmitter. The signal from the receiver, which is either another PZT or an ultrasonic transducer, is amplified using a charge amplifier before being analyzed by the signal analysis in the computer. Concurrently, the position of the receiver is monitored by the camera. The validity of the signal from the receiver is verified by the digital oscilloscope. Figure 11 shows the experimental setup for the rapid field inspection and based on the system diagram. Figure 12 shows the defect and transmitter positions of the specimen as well as the size of the specimen while Figure 13 illustrates the example of the transmitter and receiver layouts on the specimen for the rapid field inspection framework, where two different receiver layout sets are given in Table 7 . The position of the defect is evaluated based on the signal analysis of the signals from the transmitter and receivers using an appropriate filter. Figure 14 shows the comparison between three different filters, which are Butterworth, Elliptic and Chebyshev II filters. Based on this analysis, it is shown that the Elliptic signal is the preferred choice due to its capability to reduce the 'overturn' effect shown in the Butterworth and Chebyshev II filters.
Figure 14 Comparison between different filters
Figures 15 and 16 show the evaluation of the defect existence and distance approximation of the defect position based on the receiver. As shown in Figure 15 , there is a time lag between the signals from the transmitter and receivers. This is better shown in Figure 16 , and the time difference is used as a factor with the sampling frequency of the receiver and transmitter as well as the speed of sound of the specimen materials. With the given capability to determine the position of the defects, this subsection shows the implementation of the rapid field inspection. In this implementation, a transmitter and three static receivers are utilized to provide the prior knowledge of the position and number of defects on the specimen. The rapid field inspection is applied using an ultrasonic transducer to provide a better position estimation of the defects, where the position of the ultrasonic transducer is estimated by a camera system shown in Figure 11 and the implementation aims to reduce the covariance to a few certain differential entropy thresholds. Figure 17 shows the initial setup of the rapid field inspection, where Figure 17 (a) depicts the position of the transmitter, which is appointed with green paper and the static receivers, which are given by the orange papers, and also the prior knowledge of the identified defects, which are marked as blue color. This figure shows that three defects are identified. Meanwhile, Figure 17(b) shows the estimated position of the ultrasonic transducer, which are marked as magenta color. The red color indicates the targeted defects to be provided better estimation using the ultrasonic transducer and implemented rapid field inspection. The rapid field inspection consists of two phases:
1) Reduction of all the defects differential entropy to meet the first differential entropy threshold 2) Traversing motion of the transducer to further reduce all the defects differential entropy to meet the second differential entropy threshold.
(a) (b) Figure 17 The initial setup of the rapid field inspection implementation. Figure 18 shows the sequential steps of the rapid field implementation. Figures 18(a) indicates the motion of the transducer and this motion provide a better estimation and covariance of the first targeted defect, as illustrated by the covariance size difference of the targeted defect when compared with other defects. Figure 18(b) shows that the covariance of the first defect has met the first differential entropy threshold and the estimated position and covariance has changed to green color, and once this threshold is met, the ultrasonic transducer changed its target to next defect. 
(e) Figure 18 The steps of the rapid field inspection implementation.
The same step applied to the first targeted defect is used to estimate the remaining defects to the first differential entropy threshold (green), as shown in Figure 18 (c). Figure 18(d) illustrates the beginning of the traversing motion of the ultrasonic transducer when all the defects covariance have met the first differential entropy threshold. This traversing motion is utilized to further improve the estimation of the defects to meet the second differential entropy threshold. The completion of the rapid field inspection, which is illustrated in Figure 18 (e), is achieved when all the defects covariance met the second differential entropy threshold, which is indicated by yellow color. Figure 19 shows the differential entropy transitions of the multiple defects based on the rapid field inspection implementation. Here, it is shown that the first and second differential entropy threshold are set as 11.6 and 7.
Conclusion
The system constructed from this project has the following capabilities:
 Automated techniques to characterize defects;  Technique that stochastically estimates the states of defects;  Technique that allows active sensing;  Technique that enhances current signal analysis;
